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1. Issues in cast-effectiveness analysis 

A substantial body of literature uses cost-effectiveness (CE) analysis to rank 
(or at least to provide guidance about) the desirability of using alternative medical 
interventions. Despite its many similarities to the usual cost-benefit (CB) analysis 
practiced by eco~onfists, CE is widely used by practitioners who consider it 
"'different" from CB analysis (Phelps and Mushlin, 1991). Many physicians, and 
o~ers who peffolm CE analysis, prefer it to CB analysis because it does not 
require placing a dollar value on a health outcome. Typically. CE analysis 
describes an intervention in terms of the ratio of incremental costs per unit of 
incremental health effect (i.e., marginal cost/marginal health effect), in contrast to 
the usual CB ,'malysis approach of describing net benefits of a project in dollars. 
CE studies translate the output of a medical intervention into a common denomina- 
tor, such as life years saved. As techniques have emerged to "'quality-adjust'" 
those life years (see Torrance, 1986 for an excellent summary), the Quality 
Adjusted Life Year (QALY, pronounced kwa-lee) has become the common 
currency for sophisticated CE analyses. Decision analyses typically compare the 
cost per QALY of the intervention of interest to that for other commonly used 
medical interventions, arguing that the use of a new technique or technology can 
be justified if it has at least as favorable a cost per QALY as generally accepted 
interventions. 

Despite the widespread use of CE analysis, we are unaware of any published 
formal justification of the technique on the basis of first principles. The intuitive 
appeal of the logic of CE (minimizing the cost of producing a given level of 
health, or correspondingly, maximizing the achievable level of health for a given 
budget) s o u n d s  l ike  a familiar economic problem, and for the most part, practition- 
ers have a s s u m e d  that CE analysis could be a tool for utility maximization. 

Yet. even within this broad level of agreement (unsupported by any formal 
proof of rite conclusion), a number of thorny problems remain prominent in the CE 
literature, including: ( l )  How, if at all, should one include "'indirect" time-related 
costs of lreatment or benefits (e.g., work-loss prevented)'? (2) Should CE estimates 
include "'unrelated" future medical costs incurred during years of life "'extended" 
by a currem medical intervention? (3) Does the use of incremental life-years (or 
variants thereoD as measures of effectiveness discriminate against older persons? 
(4) Can one find the proper "'cutoff'" CE ratio in ways other than looking at the 
CE ratios of other commonly used medical interventions? This last issue is 
pariicularly challenging, since the range of CE ratios for common interventions is 
wide. Furthermore, health insurance alters the incentives for using medical care, 
leading to the widely held belief that our society uses too much of it (Pauly. 1986, 
and references therein). Although one might conclude that equalization of CE 
rados m the margin is necessary for Pareto optimality, there is still the question of 
Lhe proper level. We discuss each of these issues briefly, then turn to our formal 
model of utility maximizmion to answer them. 
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1.1. Ind i rec t  cos ts  

Time can be a significant input into the production of health care, and 
convalescence from an operation or disease can require substantial time away from 
work and leisure. Estimates of  "'indirect costs" of an illness or treatment typic:~!!y 
consist of lost wages or, for someone who is not in the labor market, imputed 
value of time lost. How should such costs, whether due to a health care 
intervention or the condition it prevents or treats, be incorporated into a CE 
analysis? 

There is no uniformly accepted "'standard practice" for incorporating such 
costs. Some argue that the increased life-long earnings from longer life, due to a 
life-saving intervention, should count as (reduced) indirect costs. Others claim that 
because the effectiveness measure (e.g., life years) already accounts for the value 
of living longer, including the increased lifetime earnings as reduced costs 
amounts to double-counting. 

Sometimes treatment incapacitates patients for days, weeks, or even longer. 
Conversely, by alleviating or preventing disease, treatment may reduce a period of 
incapacity. Although there is widespread agreement that such effects should l~e 
incorporated in the CE analysis, some have argued that a value should be attached 
to the time gained or lost, and that such time costs should appear as an adjustment 
to the numerator of the CE ratio. Others have argued that, in a CE analysis whose 
effectiveness measure is sufficiently broad (e.g., QALYs), the true costs should 
appear as an adjustment to the effectiveness measure. Which approach should be 
used? 

1.2. Future  me~h'c~d cos ts  

The issue of including future medical costs creates a vague discomfort ~br the 
authors of many CE studies. There is no controversy about including in a CE 
analysis those future health care costs (or savings) that are directly attributable to 
the intervention. But what about health expenditures that result simply from living 
longer? " 'If  we extend life,'" some authors argue, "then we will have to spend 
more for the medical care of future diseases. Therefore these medical costs are a 
consequence of the current treatment, and should count as a relevant cost." As 
Weinstein and Fineberg (1980) say in their classic text on clinical decision 
analysis: 

Often ignored are the costs of medical care received during extended years 
of life. Credit given to control of blood pressure for reducing costs associ- 
ated with treatment of strokes and myocardial infarctions must be balanced 
against the costs for other diseases incurred during the added years of life. 
(p. 36) 
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Sinfilarly, in their book on economic evaluation of  health care programs, 
Drununond et al. (1987) note that: 

if  hypertension therapy does extend the lives o f  people, there is nothing to 
say that they should have to be given cancer therapy at a later date. This is a 
decision that should be made on its own merits . . . .  However,  in the 
calculation o f  the life extension from instituting the hypertension screening 
programme, if  it has been assumed that those developing cancer will have 
the benefits of  life extension from the therapies available, then consistency 
would demand that the costs o f  cancer therapy be also included. (p. 80) 

In a book about disease prevention, Russell (1986) reached a wholly different 
conclusion, arguing that: 

if  the purpose o f  the analysis is instead to determine whether the program is 
a good investment, only the costs of  the preventive program should be 
counted. Added years o f  life involve added expenditures for food, clothes, 
and housing as well as medical care. None . . .  is relevant to deciding 
whether the program is a good investment . . .  (pp. 35 -36 )  

The handling o f  " 'unrelated future medical cos ts"  is important because they 
can be large enough to raise the CE ratio substantially. The impact is greatest 
when the intervention primarily extends life, such as for vaccines against poten- 
tially fatal comagious diseases. Several studies have highlighted the sensitivity of  
CE estimates to the inclusion o f  future medical costs. 

1.3. The question o f  age bias 

A wholly separate concern arises from the usual (but not universal) practice of  
describing the " 'benef i t"  of  the intervention in terms of  life years saved, increases 
in life expectancy, or  quali ty-adjusted versions thereof. Do these methods of  
analysis inffinsically bias the results against older persons, for whom the potential 
increase in life expectancy from any intervention is of  necessity limited? Avom 
(1984) has asserted: 

[Cost -benef i t  and cost-effect iveness  analysis] can have major shortcomings 
when applied to the care o f  several high-risk populations, particularly the 
elderly . . .  As usually applied, these methods embody a set of  hidden value 

In a study of influenza vaccine {Office of Technology Assessment. 1981 ). the cost per healthy life 
ye~ {QALY) d~:pended on the age of the vaccine recipient, ranging from $258 (lbr children 1-3 years 
of age) to $23 ffor persons 45-64 years of age), when future medical costs were omitted. By contrast. 
when future medical costs of extended life years ~ere included, the relevant cost:; per healthy life year 
increased by $t745 fire" children 1-3) to $2084 ffor adults age 45-64). Thus. including future medical 
costs r~sed the increruenutl CE ratio by two orders of magnitude. A later analysis by Michael A. 
RiddknJgh e~ at. ~ 1993) reached sinfilar conclusions. 
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assumptions  that vir tually guarantee an anti-geriatr ic bias to their  purport-  

edly  objec t ive  data. (p. 1295) 

How,  i f  at all, are these formal  methods  biased, and against what  cri terion 

should bias be measured?  

1.4. H o w  s h o u l d  o n e  s e l e c t  t he  " o p t i m a l "  c o s t - e f f e c t i c e n e s s  r a t i o ?  

A final p roblem emerges  when  one  considers  the c o m m o n  uses o f  C E  analysis 

for decis ion making.  Typical ly ,  practi t ioners o f  C E  an~,lysis c, dculate  the incre- 

mental  costs  and incremental  e f fec t iveness  (e.g., in Q A L Y s )  o f  an intervention,  

then they compare  that ratio to those found for c o m m o n l y  used interventions.  

Table  1 provides  es t imates  f rom studies o f  var ious  interventions,  updated to 1993 

Table ! 
Estimated cost-effectiveness of commonly u~d medical interventions. (All inter~'entions compared to 
"'usual care" unless otherwi~ noted) 

Intervention Cost/life-year ($1993) 

Low-dose Im'astatin for  high cholesterol a 
Male heart attack survivors, age 55-64. cholesterol level > 250 2,158 
Male heart attack survivors, age 55-64. cholesterol level < 250 2,293 
Female nonsmokers, age 35-44 2.023,440 

E~ercise electrocardiogram as screening test b 
40-year-old males 124.374 
40-year-old fern',ties 335.217 

Hypertension screening ~ 
40-year-old males 27,519 
40-year-old females 42.222 

Breast cancer screening d 
Annual breast examination and mammography, females age 55-65 41.008 

Physician adcice about smoking ce.~sation ~ 
1% quit rate, males age 45-50 3.777 

Pap smear starting at age 20, twntinuing to 74 t 
Every 3 years, versus not screening 24.01 I 

Coranary artery bypass graft ~ 
Left main coronary artery di~ase 8,768 
Single ves~l di~ase with moderate angina 88.087 

Neonatal intensice tare units h 
Infants 1000-1500 g 10.927 
Infants 500-999 g 77.161 

Goldman et al+ (1991): ~ Sox et al. (1989); ~ Littenherg et at. (1990): J Eddy (1989); ¢ Cummings et 
al. (1989): f Eddy (1990): g Weinstein (1981): h Boyle et al. (1983). 
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dollars through use of  the medical Consumer Price Index (CPI) from the calcula- 
tions in the original articles. 

As should be clear from examination of this table, inferring the CE ratios of 
" 'common practices" provides little guidance regarding the optimal CE ratio - 
that is. the willingness to pay for a health effect. Most practitioners of CE analysis 
discard interventions with CE values at the top range of a table such as this one. 
"and conclude that interventions in the realm of $50,000 (or so) per QALY are 
" 'OK"  but that more expensive technologies become more and more "'out of 
bounds:" the $50,000 criterion is arbitrary and owes more to being a round 
number than to a well-formulated justification for a specific dollar value. -" 

1.5. Plan fi~r analysis 

To address these problems, we first set up a simple model of expected utility 
maximization (Section 2), from which we seek to answer the first question 
("which costs to include"). We then generalize this model to explore a number of 
other issues associated with CE analysis, including whether or not the approach is 
internally consistent (Section 3), and the nature of  an optimal lifetime medical 
spending plan and the estimation of an optimal CE ratio (Section 4). 

Implicit in our formulation is the idea that CE analysis is applied to maximize 
(an aggregate of) individual utilities, such as a perfect agent might perform for an 
individual or a group of individuals with similar health prospects and preferences. 
The CE criterion could be used to determine what interventions should be covered. 
and in what quantity, by an insurer attempting to offer the optimal policy for a 
homogeneous population. Although, as we will show subsequently, the results of 
the analysis may not be highly sensitive to age heterogeneity, ordinarily it will not 
be appropriate to apply a uniform CE criterion to groups of people whose 
preferences or health status vary greatly. Healthy individuals and patients with a 
serious chronic disease may not have the same "'optimal" CE ratio. 

2. A simple nuclei of  cost-effectiveness 

We begin with a simple three-period model in which the individual has medical 
care expenditures C, and exogenously given income ~ in period i. Utility in each 
period is a function of income net of medical care expenditures. All individuals are 
alive in period I and survive to period 2 with probability P.,. Given survival of 
period 2. they survive into period 3 with probability P3- In this model. C, affects 
P, .  but not P3- and C, affects only P3. Medical care affects utility only by 

-" This Reave~, unre~.o]ved, of c o u r t ,  why inler, 'enlions '~ith relalively low marginal CE ratios are not 
expanded in scope at the e x p e n ~  of  more-cosily in~'ervenlions, a shift of medical resources thai would 
surely increase overall  health absolutely (Phelps and Mushlin. 1991 ). 
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altering the survival probabilities. Thus, the individual's von Neumann-Morgens-  
tern expected utility is: 

E ( U )  = V,( Y, - C , )  + P2(C,)U,_( Y.. - C2) + P,_(C,)P3(C,.)U3( Y~) 

( l )  

The only relevant choice variable is C, ,  since C_, is independent of  C v 3 
Following a similar analysis, we can solve for an optimal investment in C, ,  which 
we denote as C,.', and corresponding outcome P3 .  "Effec t iveness"  in this simple 
model is the increase in P2 that results from investment in health care during 
period ! (C~). which in turn increases expected utility. Maximizing expected 
utility with respect to C t leads to an equation involving d P 2 / d C , ,  which (when 
inverted) provides the optimal incremental CE ratio. This ratio includes only 
current costs (not C,  in this simple model), and comes directly from maximization 
of  expected utility. Define U[ = d ~ / d Y v  Then 

dC, V..( r,_ - C; ) + P; U~( r d  
d P---~ = U; (2)  

Specifically, Eq. (2) says that an optimum is reached when the CE ratio equals 
the sum of  future expected utility nol~al ized by the marginal utility of  income in 
period 1. This result generalizes to more periods, and allows discounting of  future 
consumption, but this insight remains throughout such generalizations. 

In a sense, this answers our first question. When one approaches the problem of  
defining an optimal CE ratio for medical resource decisions by using expected 
utility maximization principles, one can derive a CE "cu to f f "  for decision making 
that does not include future costs (C2). 

2.1. How (i f  at all) should one include future costs? 

What are the consequences of  including unrelated future costs in the CE 
analysis? Define expected total lifetime costs as C '°t = C~ + P:(C~ )C v Consider a 
CE ratio, dCt" t /dP2 ,  that includes future unrelated costs C2 as well as the current 
costs included in d C , / d P  2. From the definition of  C t't, we know immediately 
that dCt° t /dP2 = d C , / d P  z + C a. The optimization problem tells us that. if we 
wish to optimize using total costs, the optimal cutoff is the same as that in the 
previous problem plus C:. One must only be consistent in practice: use the CE 
cutoff for decision making that corresponds to the cost accounting method one has 
chosen. 

Are there reasons to prefer one approach over the other? The most important 

3 Formally. dC 2/dC I = O. This reflects the basic principle of dynamic programming that future 
decisions do not depend on past decisions, given the current state. This wtmld not be true if either P3, 
Y2. or the function U: were a function of C v 
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consideration is consistency, so that comparisons of the CE ratios of  alternative 
interventions are meaningful. Insofar as it is difficult to measure unrelated future 
health expenditures, there is an advantage to omitting them from the analysis. 
However, if it is no{ possible to measure these costs, the assumption that they are 
truly uraelated m the intervention - that is, that C 2 is independent of C~ - cannot 
be tested. Thus, when unrelated future costs can be identified, there may be no 
compeUing reason to select one method over the other. However. because it 
frequently is not possible to determine that all changes in future health care costs 
are due to the "'unrelated" expenditures, it is reasonable to include future costs as 
the def~Lult op6on. 

2.2. Decision making with life expectancy as the "'effectiveness'" measure 

The effectiveness measure of the preceding discussion is the probability of 
sm'viving a single period. We now show that the results also hold when we 
m e ~ r e  CE in more conventional terms, namely in terms of the cost per life year 
(or cost per year of life expectancy). For notational convenience, we suppress the 
dependence of the probability terms on prior health expenditures, and observe that 
in this simple model, life expectancy is given by: 

LE= I + e , + ~ e ~  (3) 
s o  

dLE 
- -  I + e 3 (4) 

d ~  
and 

dC, U,( r, - C," ) + P; u~(r~) 
dL-~ = ( ~ + e ;  )U; (5) 

The independence of future spending decisions (conditional on survival) from 
past spending decisions implies that here, too, the results will he equivalent. Since 
P3" is selected optimally by altering C 2 but is independent of C I, Eq. (5) only 
differs from Eq. (2) by a mulfiplicafive constant. We generalize this result further 
below, but tiffs very simple model of medical "'effectiveness'" provides the basic 
insight for much of what follows. 

The above d/scussion counts gains in E(U) only from improvements in life 
ex.nec~mcy, that is, through the effects of medical interventions on survival 
probabilities Pi- Our more general framework allows changes in utility from 
quality of life improvements as well. A broad literature describes methods 
developed to measure quality of  life and to assess the value of quality improve- 
ments in terms of the increases in life expectancy that would provide equivalent 
increases in utility (Torrance, 1986 and references therein) in a strict yon 
Neunmnn-Morgenstem framework. Indeed, these approaches provide the basic 
fran~w~-k for computing the quality adjustments in QALY measures. 
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3. Does cast  effectiveness p rov ide  an  internal ly consistent  way to maximize  
E(U)? 

Common practice in CE analysis says that in order to maximize expected 
utility, one should adjust the intensity of  all medical interventions so that they 
have a common CE ratio. 4 The intuition of  the dictum derives from the idea that 
one should seek to equate the marginal benefit and marginal cost o f  all inputs in a 
productive process, as in other contexts. In this section we elaborate on our 
previous simple model of  expected utility, incoqmrafing more than one medical 
intervention, allowing those interventions to have differing effects on all future 
period survival probabilities, and introducing discounting and quality of  life 
considerations. Using this model, we show that CE analysis provides a consistent 
criterion for selecting health interventions: the optimal CE cutoff is the same for 
all interventions, regardless of  when they exert their effects. We thereby provide 
rigorous support for the common practice. We model this [nx~blem in discrete time 
using two interventions ( a  and b)  available at constant cost w a and w b respec- 
tively, each with the ability to alter future quality of  life and survival. 

We first give precise definition to the three measures of  effectiveness most 
commonly used in CE analysis. The most general measure is QALYs. 5 If  P/ is 
the probability that a person alive the preceding period will be alive during period 
j ,  then the cumulative probability that a person is alive (the survivor function) at 
period i is 

i 

r,=FI~ 
j~ i  

The expected number of  QALYs can be written as 

QALY = ~ Fitiki 

where N is the maximum life span, /~ = 1/(1 + r )  is a time discount factor, and 
the k i terms represent quality adjustments. The value of  k i can range from 0 (for 
the worst state of  health, usually assumed to be death or its equivalent) to ! 
(corresponding to "pe r f ec t "  health). In many preference assessment surveys, the 
state of  perfect health is am defined, so there may be some ambiguity about its 
interpretation. In particular, surveys usually do not specify whether a score of  1 
represents best health imaginable, or only best health for age; nor do they specify 

4 We address later the que~ion of how one migh~ select that ratio. We also rt~e flu~ comer ~[uti~s 
are likely to be frequent: some forms of trea~mem should not be used a~ all. 

Our use of the term cos!-effectiveaess analysis to encompass QALYs differs frown the practice of 
authors (Drummoml ei ~.. 1987). who a~-lch the label "'cost-utility" analysis to describe any 

CE study that uses QALYs as the outcome measure. 
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what is to be held constant - such as income and other arguments of utility. Here 
we interpret the k terms more broadly, so that they can incorporate general aspects 
of  quality of  life, not just those that are narrowly health-related. Each k~ term is 
the expected value of  quality adjustments for all possible states of health in period 
i: if /5 = l ,  2 years of life in which k, = 0 .5  contribute the same number of 
QALYs as 1 year in which k, = 1. The other two commonly used measures of 
effectiveness are special cases of QALYs. The simplest measure, life expectancy. 
sets k, = ~ = I for all i; discounted life expectancy sets k~ = 1 for all i, but ~$ < !. 

We now turn to the framework of utility maximization and relate it to the 
definition of QALYs. We posit yon Neumann-Morgenstern utility maximization, 
and assume that lifetime expected utility as viewed from time 0, which we denote 
by EoU, takes the form: 

N 

Eou = Uo( Y,, - .~a - ..~b) + ~ u,( Y,)~ (6) 
i = |  

Period-specific utility, U/, takes the form U i = vS 'k i ,  where v =  Uo( Y ) and Y is 
a constant (in real terms) across time periods, and k, is a period-specific multiplier 
interpreted as a quality adjustment above, in this form, the utility function and its 
argument, income, are constant over time, but period-specific utility ~:an change by 
the mulfiplicative terms k, and can be discounted. This assumption implies that 
expected utility can he rewritten as: 

EoU = Uo( Y - w~a - wbb ) + v 6 ' k , n P  j (7) 
i = J [  j = l  ] 

Thus the summation above is the number of QALYs remaining as of period I. 
Define d U o ( Y -  w~a - W b b ) / d Y =  U~;. The  dependence of Uc') on a and b will be 
suppressed ~mtationally from here forward, but it is important to remember this 
relationship. 

The two ava/lable medical interventions, a and b, can affect both the survival 
probabilities (the P, terms) and the expected quality adjustments (the ki terms) in 
future periods: we further assume that the functional relationships satisfy the usual 
continuity and differentiability conditions. Define OPi/aa = ~f,  a P J O b  = ~/'. 
Ok~/~a = ~b~ ~. ak~/~b = @b and V, = k, F,. Now optimize with respect to a and b 
in the usual fashion. Differentiation with respect to a yields the following 
condition: 

aEoU N 0 V 
w~U~; + v) ' .  ~ _ _ 2  (8) 

Oa i= l Oa 

The change in expected utility consists of an expenditure-induced loss of period 
0 utility and a gain in future expected utility, which can result from changes in the 
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survival distribution as well as changes in the quality adjustments k i. The 
derivative of  each V i term has the form 

Oa Oi Fi + k~-~a (9)  

which decomposes the change in period i ' s  expected utility into a change in the 
quality factor expected during period io weighted by the probability of  being alive 
then, and the change in the survival probability, weighted by the expected quality. 
Rewriting Eq. (9), and substituting the definition of  the survival probability, we 
have 

' ( 1 0 )  OE,,O w~v,', + ~ E ~ 1-IP, ¢,," *' 
~a ~i=1 j= l  t= l  k 

which we set to zero for optimality. 6 An equivalent expression arises for 
intervention b, replacing ¢~ with ~/h and ~bi ~ with d/i b. 

In this form, utility is a function of  (discounted) QALYs, and the term in braces 
represents the incremental effect of  a on QALYs, which we denote as aQ/Oa .  
This term plays a central role in the analysis that follows. 

If utility is the same in every period (except for di~ount ing and the period- 
specific quality adjustment ki), then (and only then) the problem in expected 
utility maximization becomes equivalent to a problem in discounted life ex- 
pectancy, since each period's  utility is assumed to be proportional to the first 
period's. In standard models of  lifetime consumption planning, optimization 
implies equating the marginal  utility of  income in each period, rather than total 

(i.e., the absolute level of) utility (Hirshleifer, 1966: Ehrlich and Becket, 1972). 
Only if k~ = l V i would optimal income transfers equalize both marginal utility 
and income. Allowing for quality adjustment greatly relieves this restriction, since 
the quality adjustment is designed to account for differences in the level of  utility 
across states of  health and across ages. Differences in quality of  life could arise 
from shifts in |v~'alth, changes in the utility function with age, or changes in the 
values of  other arguments of  utility functions, such as exogenously determined 
consumption of  complements or substitutes for consumer goods and ,services. 

The above equations yield the simple result that optimal investment in a is 
defined by: 

v ,OQ 
,'~ = - -  ~ ( 11 ) 

v,; ~a 

¢' We assumed that there was no immediate effect of the intervention on quality of life (hence there 
is no k 0 term). If there was such an immediate effect, the marginal utility of expenditures on a in 
period 0 would consist of two terms, the negative one from the loss of income, and a positive term 
from the increase in k;~. This generalization does not affect any of the substantive conclusions that we 
draw from the analysis. 
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With this utility structure, the marginal benefit of  medical care is simply the 
scaled utility (V/Uo)  of the incremental QALYs derived from incremental a,  and 
at the optimum, incremental benefit equals incremental cost (w~). A comparable 
result holds for intervention b: 

v oQ 
w~ = ~ 0--g (12) 

3.1. Consistency o f  cost-effecticeness rankbTg, ignoring future unrelated costs 

With these tools, we can return to the problem we visited above, namely to 
consider whether one can define a utility-maximizing program using CE ratios. 
This time. we have two interventions, rather than one, and current medical cost is 
C = w~a + wbb. If  the CE method is internally consistent, the optimal CE cutoff 
for interventions a and b must be the same. even if they exert their health effects 
at different times. If the CE method is not consistent, it cannot he used to allocate 
resources efficiently. We also need to allow" for substitution in production of health 
between a and b: define the marginal rate of  substitution as z = ( d b / d a ) .  By 
definition, d C / d a  = w~ + zw b. Now. define the CE ratio for intervention a as: 

d C  OC 

. = - ~ -  = OQ OQ (13) 

da  Oa z - ~  

Substituting the optimal values for aQ/Oa and OQ/Ob from Eqs. ( 1 ! ) and (12) 
leads to an extremely simple but important result. At the optimum investment in 
intervention a. 

dC i w ~ + z w  b v 

d Q J ~  1 u,', ~ = u,---~, (14) 

(', 'o + :,, '~)i J 

At the optimum, the ratio of  incremental costs to incremental QALYs from 
further investment in intervention a equals v scaled by Uo. Thus the optimal CE 
cutoff is the ratio of future period-specific utility v to marginal utility in the base 
period. 

No~e that the optimal CE cutoff depends on total medical spending in the initial 
period. Recall film Uo depends on income net of  medical spending, that is, 
Yo-  w ~ a -  Wbb. As current health expenditures increase, the U~ term in the 
denominator rises, making the optimal CE cutoff smaller, and hence a more 
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stringent test for a medical intervention. We explore this phenomenon in Section 
4. 

An exactly parallel development shows that for intervention b, the same 
condition holds. Tracing through similar steps, we find that optimal investment 
implies 

w~ 

dC Z v 

, b + wb 

This proves the internal consistency of CE analysis, since the optimal CE 
cutoff, d C / d Q ,  is the same for both interventions. This result obviously general- 
izes to multiple interventions that exert their effects at different times. In the 
two-intervention model, intervention a might be a treatment for heart attacks, 
which has an immediate effect only, while b is a preventive intervention that has 
no immediate effects but diminishes mortality rates in the future. 

3.2. Consistency when future unrelated costs are included 

Do the same results hold if unrelated future costs are included in the definition 
of the costs for the CE ratio? To answer, we need to define the present value of 
expected total costs of care, which are 

C t''t = w~a + whb + PiScl  + PlP282c2 + . . .  (16)  

where ci = total health expenditures in period i. The change in costs due to an 
intervention includes direct expenditures for the intervention, the change in 
expenditures for the other intervention, and the expenditures that result from living 
longer: 

dC t°t db 1 lOP, O P , ~ ]  
[~e,c, + ~:e,e.~c: + . . . l  da - - "~+W~d-g+Et -~-~  + a--/- 

I joe, ~v: db][v,e,~:c~....] + 
+ T , t , - ~ + - - K ' ~  - _ . .  

(17) 

The above expression can also be written as 

dC '°' db 0 e  0 E  dC 0E 0E 
. . . .  + - - -  ( 1 8 )  

da w~ + Wb-~a + Oa + " 3b da  + Oa ~ Ob 

where E = the present value of expected health expenditures. 
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~qlen combined with the logic we used to demonstrate consistency when future 
costs are excluded, these results imply that 

!/0+ i 
- - ~  ] t, = [d -~  ~,, i ( 0 0 1 7 0 0  (19) 

and+ by similar reasoning, 

~E 8E 

(++) =l+t ;+++ 
dO , dQ  ] o + oQ oO 

da ~gb 

The preceding analysis showed that the first terms on the fight-hand sides of 
these two equations are equal at the optimum. By multiplying the numerator and 
denominator of  d~e second terms in Eqs. (2l)  and (22) by .7.. it is seen that the 
second terms are a l ~  equal. Thus, at the optimum, 

[ dC+~ dC,,,~  +l=i I ,2,, 
.implying that the CE ratio is alto consistent when unrelated future costs are 
included. 

Thus. if utility can be expressed in terms of QALYs. our model can be used to 
show ~ ~ e  oi~imM CE cutoff is tim same for all medical interventions, so that 
CE me ,o t i s  are internally consistent. The result does not depend on our choice of 
including car exciudmg unrelated future costs. In addition, we have shown that this 
opdm~I cmoff depends sffiedy on tl~ ratio of a utility level to marginal utility, 
v/U~. This re~l t  allows, at least in concept, inferences about the optimal cutoff 
for CE analysis ~ flow directly from the pre|i:rence structure of consumers, 
r~her than relying on the often distorted and confusing inferences that one can 
drag' from calculating CE ratios for obserced medical practices (see, for example, 
Table 1). We examine this issue in greater detail below. 

This formulation is based on a straightforward mathematical representation of 
what we believe is usually meant by "'costs of  health care that result solely from 
living longer." Conditional on reaching a given age, a person's expenditures on 
health care do ~ change with an increase in the quantities of intervention a or b 
consumed. Thus tbe goods under study cannot be close substitutes or complements 
for ocher forms Of bealth care (nor can there be changes in the rates of substitution 
between quality-enhancing and life-prolonging health care). Large shifts in future 
consumption of health care may well result from use of an intervention - for 
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example, because drugs for hypertension prevent future strokes, their consumption 
reduces expenditures for future stroke care - but we believe that most people 
would recognize that in such a situation, the future costs are truly "related." 

3.3. Time costs 

This framework provides a natural mechauism for examining the incorporation 
of time costs into a CE analysis. Assume that the treatment has non-negligible 
effects on time available for other activities (e.g,, it requires prolonged hospitaliza- 
tion or convalescence from surgery, or alternatively by preventing illness in the 
future it produces a net time savings). There are two obvious methods for 
incor~x~rating time costs into CE calculations: (1) using a suitable measure of 
opportunity cost, treat the time cost as a dollar cost that goes in the numerator of 
the CE ratio; (2) directly subtract the time the intervention takes from the QALYs 
attributed to it, so that the QALYs in the denominator are net of the time 
expenditure on the intervention. Do the two approaches give the same ranldngs of 
interventions, and if not, which one is correct'? In the following discussion, we 
abstract from considerations of variation of quality of  life under various condi- 
tions, treating time spent ill as equivalent to time dead and equivalent in disutility 
to time spent working. If the utility of time spent on work is not equivalent to 
death, time spent at work must be adjusted for its utility, or wages must be 
adjusted to reflect non-pecuniary compensation for work time if they are used as a 
measure of opportunity cost. Suitable adjustments in these numbers do not change 
the basic conclusions of the analysis. 

3.3. !. Method !: counting time costs as part o f  the numerator 
For this method, follow the appcoach above, starting with Eq. (6), but set the 

costs of the intervention to ~% + wt~, where w is the suitably defined opportunity 
cost (i.e., the shadow price of  time, as would be measured by the wage rote in a 
perfectly competitive market, in which there is no on-the-job investment or 
non-pecuniary compensation). Now Eq. (11) becomes Eq. (11" ): 

OQ 
w,, + t~w = g 7 a  ( | l" ) 

where g = v/U~. 
Furthermore, 

P = a( .'~ + t~w) + b( .,h + t,,.,) 

Using the marginal rate of substitution z = d b / d a  implies that 

d+ 
- -  = w~ + taw + z[t% + tbW ] 
da 
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Because d Q / d a  = aQ/Oa + z aQ/Ob, Eq. (13) becomes Eq+ (13"): 

( d C t t % ~ ' t ' : ~ ' + z [ w b + t b w ] , + ~ ,  O0 O~ - ~  = ( 1 3 " )  

a--~- + : ~ -  

and at the optimum, going through the same exercise for intervention b, we find 
that 

~)o--~del. 
This proves that the same cutoff CE ratio is utility-maximizing for different 

interventions, because the same analysis holds for a and b. Hence including the 
time cost as a cost in the numerator is acceptable. This imposes a requirement on 
w: wt~ must equal the income loss that produces the same reduction in utility as 
the loss of  QALYs. 

3.3.Z .Method 2: treating time costs as a reduction in the number of  QALYs gained 
Now, instead of  adding a dollar valuation of time costs to the numerator, every 

unit of  a is treated as producing a loss of QALYs equal to t,. Neither the costs 
nor the QALY measure that go into the CE ratio in this approach are the same as 
in Method 1. 

Begin by sulxracting t~ from the term in the curly braces in Eq. (lO). Let 
~Q/Oa equal die term in curly braces, and let OQ' /aa  = OQ/aa - t~. Q" is the 
effectiveness measure for Method 2. 

Now Eq. (l  l) becomes Eq. ( ! !" * ). 

CanTing through the remaining equations as before, the CE ratio is defined as 

dC 

g = d Q "  

for each inter+'ention. Thus each method produces the same cutoff CE ratio, or g, 
f~r each intervention. The equality" .holds as long as w = g; in other words, if at the 
margin the wage rote is equal to the willingness-to-pay for an additional unit of 
time, and as long as the appropriate definitions of both costs and QALYs are used. 

Of  course, if the market wage is unequal to " 'true" w. applying Method i by 
u.~ing the observed market wage will not result in the correct valuation. Similarly. 
neither metl~d will produce consistent ranking in the presence of time costs if it 
fM|s to make appropriate quality adjustments for differences in the utility of time 
spent in slates of illness or recuperation, time spent at work, and the utility of zero 
assigned to death. 
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4. Optimal lifetime medical spending program 

This model also provides a framework for defining an optimal lifetime spend- 
ing program for medical care and for exploring its relationship to the CE criterion. 
One health intervention can differ from another in many respects, including its 
marginal productivity in producing health (i.e., the size of the effects on survival 
probabilities and quality of life), the time course of its impact ("treatment" 
expenditures are ordinarily those for existing, symptomatic illnesses, and tend to 
have an immediate effect, while "'preventive" care usually has the aim of 
preventing future disease), and its costs. Optimal expenditures on health care can 
also vary because of person-specific characteristics - factors that cause them 
either to have different optimal CE cutoffs or to have the same cutoffs, but 
different utility-maximizing expenditures. In this section, we explore the causes of 
variation in optimal CE cutoffs and in expenditures, emphasizing the personal 
factors responsible for variation in optimal expenditures. 

We first note the implications of Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) for variation in the 
optimal CE cutoff. These equations say that the CE cutoff is just the ratio of the 
fixed component of future period-specific utility (v) to marginal utility in :he 
"'initial" period. A number of factors might cause this ratio to vary among 
individuals, such as variation in risk aversion or other characteristics of the utility 
function. Even if the utility function does not differ among persons, the values of 
its arguments, such as income, may. The ratio of the level of utility to the marginal 
utility rises with income: (or wealth). Furthermore, changes in health status that 
increase the utility of expenditures for goods and services designed to mitigate the 
effects of illness, such as arthritis-induced expenditures for mineral baths and pain 
relievers, tend to diminish the level of utility and to raise the marginal utility of 
income. 

Even if different individuals have the same CE cutoff, there will be several 
reasons for their optimal expenditures to differ. For example, since advancing age 
is associated with a decrease in the number of potential years of life left (i.e., a 
decrease in annual survival probabilities), a rife-saving intervention might not be 
capable of increasing life expectancy or QALYs by as great an amount at 
advanced ages as in youth, it also seems obvious that individuals with a high rate 
of time preference (low value of <5) would spend less on preventive care than 
those with a low rate of time preference. 7 Although these findings are true in 
general, we now explore them in detail by analyzing specific examples. We begin 
by specifying an intertemporal production function for health and a specific utility 

7 |n~f i l r  as we use + the correct value of  6 for each person, people with different values of  6 can 
have the ,same CE cutoff but it w+ll correspond to different amounts of  care. if we u,~ a single value of 
6 for a heterogeneous population, the CE cri!crion may not le',al to optimal expenditures, since 
individual u~,ilities will no~ be functions of  the population-level value of  6. The same is true of  o:ber 
parameters of  the utility function. 
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function, For expositional simplicity, we assume that medical spending only alters 
future ~ l i t i ~  o f  death, but these ideas readily generalize to the improvement 
o f  quality o f  life (Piiskin et al., 1980; Miyamako and Erakero 1985). 

Define: ix~(a)  --- I - P~(a)  as t he  age-specific probability o f  death in period i as 
a function o f  t,he level o f  a used in period 0. Production o f  health can be 
characterized as the relative mortality reduction dtat results from the expenditure 
on a :  

~ A g )  [!  - a p ' ( t  - e - ' b ' ) ]  (22)  
gAO) 

In ~his equation, p.i(O) is the mortality rate when a = 0 and c~ reflects the 
largest percemage reduction in the risk of  dying that an expenditure can provide. 
Insofar as an intervemion is targeted ",oward a single cause of  death, a will be 
much less titan unity. The parameter p (ordinarily 0 < p < I) rep~sents the 
persis~eivze o f  the treatmem's effect over time. arm d~ scales the impact of  a on 
the relative mortality rate. These relations imply that the marginal productivity o f  
a in increasing the age-specific probability o f  survival is 

dPAa) 
d a  (1 - P,(O))c~p~be -*~' (23) 

1~ we ~hink of  disease-specific expenditures for preventive care applied to the 
general population, then the above derivative will be very small, because Pi ~- I; 
fartheL if no single cause o f  death predominates, then a will be small (even if the 
intervention completely eliminates mortality from the specific cause), s Thus, for 
example, the widely publicized effort to get Americans to reduce fat consumption 
wi|[ have iiRle effect on mortality. Under fairly optimistic assumptions, which 
include a reduction in mortality from certain forms of  cancer as well .as from heart 

s O~.eraL l m~¢ialiey raes repre~m an unauaiuable upper bou:,A, of course, on the potential change in 
the lm~babilit~," ol" de,lb. ~Mle the vMue ot" a~ is bounded by the fraction of mortality due to the cause 
the ime~'ea6m~ t ~ .  It is difficult to ha~e a large impact o~l mortality vdtes in young adulthood 
becmise ngxtMiLv is .,~ Vow ~ such ages. a.s the following 5-year mortality rates reveal: 

Age ir~er,.'al Alt-ca~e 5-year mortality rat~ 
30-35 0.008 
35-40 0.0t0 
40-~,5 o.o 13 
45 -50 0.018 
50-55 O.028 
55-60 0.044 
60-65 0.068 

figee~s ~re fc* b~h sexes aixd all races. US Life Tables fur i992 (National Center for Health 
S~/_~s. 1996. p. 7k 
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disease, if Americans reduced fat consumption to 30% of calories, life expectancy 
for a 50-year-old man would increase by about 4 days. A 50-year-old woman 
would only live about 2 days longer (Browner et al.. 1991), Only for patients with 
lit~-threatening diseases is the potential improvement in life expectancy very large. 
Hence. with the excepfio~ of effective treatments applied to people at high risk of 
death because of illness of extraordinary predisposition to illness, we expect the 
product of a and (1 - P0) to be small. 

The parameterization in Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) implies that the intervention's 
effectiveness will decay exponentially over time, at rate ! - p .  Unless they ate 
used on an ongoing basis, the cffeciiveuess of many preventive interventions for 
the control of such risk factors as hypertension and hypercholesterolemia declines 
with time. The protective effects of vaccines also diminish with time. They 
prevent infectious diseases by stimulating the production of specific a~,tibodies, 
whose levels gradually decline after the initial response to the vaccine. Effective- 
ness falls as the antibody levels drop: in this context, p might represent the 
proportion of the antibodies, or the rate of effectiveness, persisting from one year 
to the next. 

in order to assess the implications of this model, we specify a separable utility 
function convex in E, For the period-specific utility, a convenient and commonly/ 

• ' . r . 

used functmnal form specifies U =/3(  1 - e -  v ), with corresponding U' = ,/fie- v , 
U"- - - - /3y- ' e  -7~, absolute cisk aversion r = - U " / U ' = y ,  and relative risk 
aversion r" = ,,/It (see Pratt, 1964. and Arrow, 1974). The expressions for a and 
b c ,ntain the ratio U / U '  as a central component. With this utility function, we 
can specify the ratio U / U '  if we know the relative risk aversion measure 
r" = 7 Y- This function serves as the period-specific component expected utility, 
Eq. (7). This functional form allows us to assess the impact of variation in risk 
aversion and in other parameters of the utility function on the optimal CE ratio. 

Note that this utility function with constant absolute risk aversion approximates 
more general functions• Consider the Taylor series expansion of an arbitrary utility 
function around base income Y ' .  Then U(Y) = U(Y * ) + U'( Y" X Y -  Y * ) + 
U"( Y'  X Y - Y" ) " /2  + . . . .  If, as is common in economic analyses, we truncate 
the Taylor series at the second-order term, utility (scaled by U'(Y * )) is com- 
pletely specified by Y and the risk aversion ratio r =  - U " ( Y ' ) / U ' ( Y  * ). Thus 
our simple functional form offers a second-order Taylor series approximation 
around Y" to any well-behaved utility function• 

To analyze the dependence of the CE ratio on the value of y, the risk aversion 
parameter, we first recall that U varies with total medical spending, since we 
evaluate it at Y -  w~a - Wbb. ThUS, the optimal CE cutoff will depend both on the 
utility function and the degree of medical spending. (Of course, medical spending 
also depends on these same preferences.) Combining the utility function, Eq. (7), 
and the production function, Eq. (22). and maximizing with respect to a, gives the 
optimal spending on medical care and (from that) the optimal CE ratio. 

Because optimal a cannot be readily determined analytically (F_,q. (10), which 
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Table 2 
Base case (V;/mal spending and CE cutoff by age: women, income = $18,000 ($1989) 

A~ Op~raal spend/ng ($) Optimal CE ratio ($) 

30 0 36,870 
4O 0 36,870 
50 300 35.950 
60 1010 33,890 
70 1480 32,600 

gives the deriva:ive of  expected utility with respect to a, does not have a simple 
ckr, ed-form solu~,on (the equation contains an arbitra~ number of  survival 
pcobabi]ity terms that are each functions of a), we use~i iterative techniques to 
so]re for the optimal values of medical spending and the CE cutoff. Solutions 
were computed for a wide range of  parameters for income, risk aversion levels 
( r "  t, diseount rates (8  I, maximal reduction in mortality rates ( a  I, persistence of 
the medical intervention's effects (p ) ,  and gender. These simulations use actual 
nmmdity tables for US citizens, specific to gender (but not race). For the base 
case, we selected the median annual per capita income i~ the USA ($18,000 in 
1989), a maximal ~ in mortality of a -- 0.3 (as apl~ropriate for an effective 
treaL, nent of  a quite dangerous disease), a persistence parameter of p --- 0.6 and a 
discount rate of  5% (8--0.951. The resulting optimal spending rates and CE 
cutoffs are shown in Table 2 for females; the patterns are quite similar for males, 
but the optimal spending is slightly higher at each age interval because of the 
higher age-specific risk of  death for males. 

These resu|ts convey two major features of the model's t,ehavior. First, optimal 
spending rises raD'~y with age (as does the actual pattern of spending in the USA 
~ 2  elsewhere), a consequence of  the increase in mortality that accompanies aging; 
as il|ncss risks inc~ase, the demand for modical intervention rises. Second, and 
rao~ subtle, lhe optimal CE ratio falls with increasing expenditure (and hence 
with age), since the forgone  utility from not spending income on other goods 
increases as medical spending increases. 

The c c ~ e r  solution at yonnger ages - zero medical spending - does not result 
from a low CE ratio (the young have higher CE cutoffs than the old), but rather 
reflects the infrequency of  de~h at younger ages. The risk of  dying is so small in 

ymmgest age groups that it cannot be reduced much more by expenditures on 
health care. so spending the entire budget on other goods and services provides the 

utility. The other feature driving these results is that, as a person ages, 
annual mortality rates rise, so that any treatment affecting future mortality risks is 
" 'anm~zed'" over a ~ and shorter period. These results enter our model 
~ g h  use of  actual life tables. 

A variety of se~Rivity analyses (see Table 3) show that the optimal spending 
p~tern behaves nmch as one might expecL and the optimal CE cutoff is remark- 
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Table 3 
Optimal spending and sensitivity of CE ratio to production function, for 60-year-old men and women 

Women Men 

Spending ($) CE ratio ($) Spending ($) CE ratio ($) 

Maximum risk reduction a 
0.05 0 36,870 0 36,870 
O. 10 0 36,870 350 35,800 
O. ! 5 3 ! 0 35.940 770 34.590 
0.20 600 35.080 i,060 33,750 
0.25 830 34.420 !,290 33,1 ! ! 
0.30 " 1,010 33.890 !.480 32.600 

Persistence of effect ¢ pJ 
0.20 $310 $35,920 $790 $34,530 
0.40 6OG 35,060 1,090 33,710 
0.60 " ! .010 33,890 ! ,480 32.600 
0.80 1,690 32,040 2,130 30,880 
0.90 2.250 30,570 2.660 29550 

" == b,3,se case. 

ably stable over a wide range of production function parameters ( a  and p). 
Increasing either a or p increases the marginal productivity of  medical spending 
and optimal spending on a. This spending increase reduces the income available 
for other goods and services, thus making the optimal CE cutoff slightly more 
stringent (CE falls). This same pattern occurs at all n~e i,,ervals, although optimal 
spending remains zero for younger persons over a broader range of the production 
parameters. 9 Higher values of  a are possible for people who have potentially 
fatal illnesses (such as cancer) for which the treatment is reasonably effective. Our 
inclusion of an upper limit of  0.3 for a corresponds to such a case, 

Varying the di~onnt rate has effects on optimal spending and the CE cutoff as 
one might anticipate, although the effect interacts with age much more than in the 
case of  the production function parameters. We vary the discount rate from 0 to 
0.1 (8 = 1 to 0.91), reflecting values found in the literature (see, for example, 
Viscusi and Moore, 1989, and Cropper et al., 1992; but see Fuchs, 1982 for a 
larger estimate). Table 4 shows the results for males (the pattern is very similar for 
females, but optimal spending is zero for a greater range of age and values of  8 
and lower in general, given the lower morality risk for females at any age). While 
the optimal spending depends importantly on #, the optimal CE cutoff remains 
stable over values we have tested. 

Variability in rates of  time preference may pose a special problem for most CE 
analyses, which are usually based on the assumption that the appropriate rate of  

9 More detailed results are availab~ from the mRhors upon rcq~st. 
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Tab~4 
O~mai s~ad/ng and CE r,~io: men, income = $18.C~0 

Age ~ = 1 ~ = 0 . 9 8  6 = 0 . 9 5  6 = O.91 

?~endiag {$) CE ($) Spending ($) CE ($) Spending ($) CE ($) Spending ($) CE ($) 

30 780 34,560 320 35,890 O 36.870 0 
40 10~O 33,930 620 35.020 150 36AIO O 
50 [ 140 33,520 850 34.340 480 35A30 0 
60 2 ~  31,210 1780 31.790 ;480 32,600 1060 
70 2260 30.540 21 iO 30.930 19110 31.470 1590 

36.870 
36.870 
36,870 
33.760 
32,290 

time discount for the health benefits o f  an intervention is the ,same as the market 
rate o f  imerest (Keeler and Cretin, 1983). If  rates o f  time preference are the same 
for all people, and if capital /savings markets are perfect, the market rate o f  
imerest equals the rate o f  time preference (approximately 0.02 to 0.03; see Burro, 
1987). But some estimates o f  rates o f  time preference are much higher than the 
usual values assumed for the real (or even nominal) rate o f  interest. Of  course, 
there are multiple rates o f  interest to which one could refer, but the variability 
among them is evidence o f  capital market imperfections, perhaps explaining why 
market interest rag's could fall short of  average rates of  time preference. Usual 
argumems about why the same discount rate should be used for health effects as 
for costs have less force, under the circumstances. Fortunately for social planning 
purposes, the optimal CE ratio does not vary importantly with the discount rate. HJ 

These results confirm our earlier assertion: ordinarily a diminished planning 
horizon implies that preventive spending should decline with age. The same 
finding holds tru¢ if the effect o f  aging is captured instead in a greater mortality 
rate; for a given change in the survival probabilities, Eq. (10) implies that the 
marginal mility o f  expenditures on a is negative if the levels o f  the survival 
probabilities (F~ terms) are small enough. In other words, if a person is very 
unlikely to survive the current period, he or she would prefer to increase current 
mility by spending money on current consumption, rather than modifying a small 
probability o f  survival. 

Why, ~¢n,  do expendRures typically rise  with age? Primarily because the 
benefit o f  treatment must be small when there is little disease to treat: neither 
survival nor quality o f  life can be improved significantly when there is little 
mortality or  morbidity. Thus the CE criterion tends to promote large treatment 
expenditures (i.e., in which p may be small but the derivative of  survival with 

zo Sigrfifa:~ var~ioa in the value of • poses problems for CE analysis, even if it affects the cutoff 
CE r~/o liule, because the CE r, uio of an intervention is a function of ft. Otherwise identical people 
wi~h differem r ~ s  of time preference would thus gain different levels of effectiveness from the same 
imer~'emion: the cosl-effectiveness of the intervention is a function of preferences as well as health 
sh~us. 
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respect to the treatment may be large because Pi is small) at older ages and in 
persons who have diseases. 

An important consideration is the role of the quality adjustments k i. Thus far 
we have assumed that the CE analysis properly incoqmmtes quality of life 
measures. Many CE analyses do not, implicitly assuming that k i = ! for all i. By 
omitting quality of life, they miss the effects of the intervention on future quality 
of life (i.e., implicitly assume $~ = 0), and they fail to discount properly years of 
life in which the expected level of utility is relatively low. Omitting the quality 
impact of treatment means that particular treatments will be undervalued, such as 
many forms of rehabilitative and long-term care ,*hat are used most conunonly in 
old age. On the other hand, failure to recognize that years of life extended at older 
ages are often characterized by worsened health status tends to bias expenditures 
in favor of the elderly. If one accepts the notion that quality of life fails as physical 
and mental disability increa~ (see, for example, Torrance, 1987), then the usual 
pattern of declining physical function that accompanies aging implies that the 
pattern of multipliers k i becomes smaller as a person grows older. If so, 
simplifying CE analyses by assuming ki = i for all i, that is, assuming that utility 
is a function of discounted life expectancy alone, will result in overest imating the 

optimal spending for persons in their later years of life. 
In all of the sensitivity analyses discussed above, the optimal CE ratio remains 

fairly constant over a wide range of values of the parameters of the utility function 
and over a range of personal characteristics, although optimal spending varies 
considerably with age, the marginal productivity of medical care, and the discount 
rate. However, the optimal CE ratio is sensitive to two characteristics that vary 
among individuals - income and risk aversion. These findings have important 
consequences for private and public allocation of medical care resources and for 
social planning of medical investments. 

Fig. l shows how the optimal CE cutoff varies by income and the degree of 
risk aversion. The two income levels - $18,000 and $29,000 - correspond to 
median per capita and per family income in 1989. The utility function captures 
risk aversion in terms of r * = y ¥. When researchers have estimated the degree of 
risk aversion using various methods, the estimates center on a relative risk 
aversion of about 2.0 (see Weber, 1970, 1975; Friend and Blume, 1975; Blume 
and Friend, 1975; Father, 1978; Siegel and Hobart, 1982; Hansen and Singleton, 
1983; Litzenberger and Ronn, 1986; Szpiro, 1986; Hall, 1988; Cahallero, 1991; 
Gmber and Madrian, 1995), with a range of about I to 4 (hence our choice of 
these par~Hrieters). It These figures also show the interaction of the effects of age 
and risk aversion: at higher degrees of risk aversion, the optimal CE ratio shifts 
more with age, and as people become less risk averse, age has a diminishing (and 
finally nearly zero) effect on the optimal CE ratio. Fig. i "also shows the results 

t t Our thanks to M',a'k Machina for guiding us tu many of these references. 
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Fig. I. Opfim~fl cost -effect iveness  ratio for women and men, by age ami relati~e risk avc~ ion  ( R" ). 

previously mentioned, namely that the effects of gender matter only a very little in 
determining the optimal CE cutoff, entering this model solely through the effects 
of differential risks of mortality on the optimal spending program, and hence on 
die optimal CE cutoff. 
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$. Discussion 

CE analysis has long been recognized as a convenient approach to guiding 
health care decisions. Its validity, however, has not been rigorously estabtisbed. 
We have shown that, within the framework of standard yon Neumann-Morgens- 
tern utility maximization, CE analysis can offer a valid criterion for choosing 
among health interventions. Surprisingly, the inclusion of unrelated future costs is 
without consequence so long as the practice is consistent. Although our analysis is 
based on a specific family of utility functions and a strict definition of unrelated 
future health expenditures (i.e., they are conditionally independent of prior expen- 
ditures) the use of quality adjustments allows it to approximate a wide range of 
functional forms. The frequent use of life expectancy as the chief outcome variable 
in CE analysis is considerably more restrictive. With the quality adjustments, CE 
analysis can be a powerful guide for decision making. 

Insofar as the observed CE ratio of medical interventions in common use varies 
by at least an order of magnitude, the usual practice of comparing the CE of a 
particular intervention with that for others offers little guidance for planning or 
resource allocation. Although it is clear that CE ratios should be equalized across 
interventions at tbe margin, seemingly arbih'-ary criteria are often used to select a 
specific cutoff CE ratio (one rule of thumb widely applied in the USA, for 
example, is to deem as acceptable any CE ratio less than the annual cost of 
hemodialysis for a patient with end-stage renal disease). We have presented an 
alternative method for picking the optimal cutoff, showing how it can he derived 
from the parameters of a flexible utility function. Our estimates imply that, over 
tbe range we estimated, CE cutoffs should be about double the annual income. 

When effectiveness is measured in terms of life expectancy, the optimal CE 
ratio represents the same concept as the (marginal) "willingness to pay" - the 
amount an individual would pay to reduce a risk of death. Empirical work has 
shown that the "willingness to accept" - the amount of nmney that individuals 
would require to voluntarily accept a risk of death from job causes - is on the 
order of $300,000 per year of life expectancy in jeopardy (Viscusi and Moore, 
1989). The willingness to pay for a reduction in fl~¢ risk of death may be quite 
different, and would ordinarily be subshantially lower (Hanemann, 1991). ~" Labor 
market data that are used to infer willingness-to-accept, therefore, provide an 

J2 Hanemann explored public gc~ls,  of  which environmental risk is an exampb:. The obvious reason 
willingness to pay "and willingness to accep~ can differ is the income effect, but it is usually negligible 
for environmental risks. The income effect is also likely to be small for pfevcnzlv¢ health care and 
other care ~ l ive r~ i  to low-risk individuals, but it can be much larger for some health c o n d / t ~  
(falling ill with a serious disease is equivalent to a large loss in ¢ndowmem). Furthemmre. Hancmann 
s ~ w c d  that cven when the incora¢ effect is small, willingness to pay and willingness to acc¢[n can 
differ greazly, os long as private goods are poor subsfi•tcs for the public good. 
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upper bound on the optimal CE ratio, although the appropriate cutoff for a given 
individual's utility function may be substantially lower. 

Under the assumptions employed in our models, CE analysis leads to the same 
decisions as CB &,lalysis. When these assumptions are violated, however, CE 
analysis will not necessarily lead to potential Pareto improvement. The grounding 
of CE analysis in yon Neumann-Morgenstern utility theory and welfare eco- 
nomics more genei~lly depends heavily on whether QALYs adequately represent 
preferences. Several authors have commented on the restrictive assumptions 
required to represent utilities in this form, chief among them additive separability, 
risk neutrality over the length of life, and the constant rate of time preference (see, 
for example, Pliskin et al., 1980, and Kamlet, 1992). Furthermore, in much of the 
literature on quality of life effects in CE analysis, the definition of the quality 
adjustments (k, terms) is somewhat vague - usually (but not always) they are 
designed to measure only "health-related'" quality of life. It is not certain, 
however, that survey respondents hold eye, th ing else (including income and other 
non-health arguments of utility) constant when they rate health states. Insofar as 
the k i terms are defined narrowly, QALYs are unlikely to serve as comprehensive 
measures of utility. 

When QALYs do not represent utility adequately, the usual CE approaches 
cannot offer reliable guidance to welfare improvement. It is not hard to think of 
such circumstances - for example, individuals may have a non-constant rate of 
time preference (p!acing great weight on surviving to a particular event), or 
significant intertemporal dependencies in utility may violate separability (experi- 
ence in the consumption of some goods and services influences future utilities 
from their consumption: see Becker and Murphy, 1988). Under these circum- 
stances, CB calculations, and ~onomic evaluation generally, will be particularly 
difficult, and a far more complex calculation may need to be performed for each 
individual. However, QALYs are likely to offer a reasonable approximation to 
utilities in many other circumstances, particularly for local changes in outcomes. 

Our analysis relies on the assumption that the marginal cost effectiveness of 
alternative health interventions can he equated by varying their quantity continu- 
ously. Thus, each intervention that is used at all can be used until its CE ratio just 
equals the cutoff or threshold CE ratio (equivalent to equating marginal benefit 
with marginal cost). Many interventions, however, appear to he discrete, hence not 
subject to the divisibility necessary for marginal conditions to hold. For some of 
them, despite the appearance of "lumpiness." the quantity can be waried continu- 
ously, or nearly so. For example, a decision to undergo mammographic screening 
is, at first glance, an either/or decision for a woman. But the frequency of 
mammography can be varied continuously. Similarly, within a population, the 
margin at which the quantity of the intervention is varied might be based upon a 
contimmusly distributed underlying ability to benefit from the procedure. Such 
variation in benefit might derive from variation in demographic and physiological 
characteristics. The ability to benefit from cholesterol-lowering drugs (hence the 
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cost-effectiveness ratio of expenditures on the drug), for example, varies with an 
individual's underlying risk of developing coronary heart disease, which in turn is 
a function of  cholesterol level, age, gender, blood pressure, and other character- 
istics (Goldman et al., 1991; Garher et al., 1996a). We suspect that the quantity or 
intensity of many health interventions, par6cularly preventive interventions, can he 
continuously varied in this manner. 

What if, however, an intervention and its required expenditures come in truly 
discrete, indivisible quantities? Then the validity of  the main conclusions of our 
analysis depends upon the budget constraint. Suppose first that expenditures on 
such " lumpy"  interventions are small relative to the budget. Use of the interven- 
tion will be welfare-enhancing as long as the value of the increase in QALYs it 
produces is at least as great as its cost. If the value of a QALY varies little with 
the quantity of the intervention, at least in the relevant range, the CE criterion will 
remain valid: any intervention whose CE ratio is less than (greater than) the CE 
threshold is (not) welfare-enhancing. Under these circumstances, for any set of 
interventions whose CE ratios are on the same side of the CE threshold, their ranks 
(by individual CE ratios) are irrelevant, since all will be Chosen (rejected) if their 
CE ratio is less than (more than) the CE threshold. Thus in this case, the lumpiness 
of the intervention has no real consequence for the analysis. 

Lumpiness matters if there is an explicit, potentially bi~ding budget constraint, 
or if the threshold CE ratio varies across the relevant rar, ge of QALYs. Under a 
binding budget constraint, some interventions or combinations of interventions 
whose CE ratio is less than the threshold CE ratio may no longer he feasible. Then 
projects can no longer he ranked solely by their CE ratios. Thus, just as the CB 
ratio cannot be the sole criterion to select projects that are indivisible, CE ratios 
cannot by themselves guide resource allocation under these circumstances. Rather, 
each project's benefits and costs must be tested against the budget constraint, and 
the combination of projects that meet the budget constraint arid provide the 
greatest increase in QALYs will be the one selected. Hence, we speculate that 
under the circumstances in which CE ratios offer sufficient information to rank 
alternative health interventions, the results of our analysis - such as the invariance 
of time :~.osts and of unrelated future costs of care - remain valid. 

Implicit in our discussion is the assumption that CE analysis is used to improve 
decision making at an individual level. Ordinarily an apparatus like CE analysis is 
unnecessary for individual consumption decisions, in the absence of externalities 
or public good considerations. In health care, however, the familiar informational 
failures are sufficient reason for CE analysis to he performed as an aid to 
individual decisions. A more common application, however, is to decisions about 
the scope of health insurance: the technique can be used to help determine which 
forms of health care should be reimbursed by a private or governmental insurer, or 
provided by a health-maintenance organization. The optimal CE criterion is 
equivalent to determining optimal coverage for an actuarially fair insurance policy, 
under perfect information. 
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Often, however, the assistance of CE analysis is sought for making broad 
public policy decisions (see Kamlet, 1992; Tolley et al., 1994; Pauly, 1995; 
Russell et at., 1996; Gather et at., 1996b, for discussions of the ways in which CE 
analysis and other health valuation techniques are or could be used for such 
purposes). In such settings., the purpose of the analysis is to improve social 
welfare. Then the principal issues are whether application of the technique 
e-~-nerates a potential Pareto improvement (Kaldor-Hicks criterion), and whether it 
can have favorable distributional properties. Do social decisions based on CE 
(applying a fixed CE cutoff to all forms of health expenditure) have the desired 
pmperfies? 

Our analysis showed that a CE criterion applied at the individual level, like a 
CB criterion, can lead to optimal consumption. But CB analysis is usually applied 
in a very different set of circumstances. Most CB analysis is designed to assist in 
the evaluation of  public goods, when the chief task is to measure the total benefit 
by summing individual surpluses. CE analysis in health care, by contrast, ad- 
dresses the consumption of goods and services that are mostly private (i.e., both 
excludable and rival) and, when applied to a population, estimates an average 
measure of valuation rather than a sum. In a population in which demand for 
QALYs (the optimal CE ratio) varies, application of a uniform ratio means that 
some individuals will receive health care whose marginal benefit exceeds marginal 
cost. while for other~ the opposite will hold true. Thus the distribution of care is 
no longer likely to s~'~tis!fy the Kaldor-Hicks criterion. Preference variability poses 
measurement challenges for the evaluation of public goods but is unlikely to 
generate the inefficiencies that result from the uniform consumption of private 
goods. 

Inter-individual variability in the optimal CE ratio leads to a fundamental 
tension in using CE analysis to guide the allocation of health care resources: 
insurers and policy makers may wish to equate CE ratios across interventions and 
across individuals, yet "~c CE of an intervention varies within heterogeneous 
populations and members of the population can have very different optimal CE 
ratios. Individual variability in demand may be an important reason for the 
persistence of a pluralistic health care system in the USA, despite its perceived 
inefficiencies. 

The use of CE analysis to improve both equity and efficiency is particularly 
congenial to social insurance ~ c h e s  to health care, and can be justified either 
by appeal to welfare economic principals or to the claim that the maximization of 
health (as measured by QALYs) itself is the goal or a goal for social policy (see 
Williams, 1993. and Culyer, 1991). Ordinarily health care provision with a 
uniform CE cutoff will be more "equal"  than the market-based distribution of 
health care, since the wealthy possess relatively high cutoff CE ratios and will 
purchase more care than others. From a social welfare perspective, the improve- 
ments in equity may offset the loss of (Pareto) efficiency. Nevertheless, the 
uniform CE cutoff does not imply that QALYs will themselves he equalized; a 
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more egalitarian distribution of well-being would require using a higher CE cutoff 
for those whose endowments of utility (QALYs) are lower. The framework of this 
paper is not designed to address distributional implications of the application of 
CE analysis, but we do not believe that global evaluations of social welfare can be 
made on the basis of health alone. The principal goal of CE analysis, we believe, 
is to promote economic efficiency in the allocation of health services. If applied 
with appropriate recognition of its limitations, it can succeed. 
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